Safety Alert
Tyre Fitting Jig Mounted to Truck causes Loss
of Tyre
Incident: A tyre had been fitted on a ‘rim mounting jig’, some times also referred to
as a ‘dummy rim’.
For reasons unknown, this assembly - tyre and ‘rim mounting jig’, was then mounted
to a truck in stead of a ‘fit for purpose’ tyre and rim assembly. During service, the tyre
lost air, came free and slipped off the ‘rim mounting jig’.
While there was no injury or damage, this incident had the potential to cause serious
injury to the operator and the equipment.
The following actions are suggested to eliminate this incident from recurring:
1. Use a separate and approved engineered support stand for all mounting of
tyres to rims to avoid having a ‘rim mounting jig’ on site – this will eliminate
to potential for accidental fitment of a ‘rim mounting jig’ instead of the correct
rim.
2. Where such a ‘rim mounting jig’ is in use it must be engineered and certified,
and be permanently attached to a base so it becomes visually and physically
differentiated to other rims, and cannot be fitted to a vehicle.
3. Where a disc type ‘rim mounting jig’ is used, any nave plate mounting holes
are to be blanked off to prevent accidental mounting to any vehicle.
4. Where a rim type ‘rim mounting jig’ is used, accidental fitment must be made
impossible by suitable and approved engineering modifications so accidental
fitment over a vehicle hub is not possible.
5. Where such jigs are used, update relevant Safe Work procedures (SWPs)
procedures to prevent accidental fitment of a ‘rim mounting jig’.
6. Where such jigs are used, do not store the jig with other wheels/rims but keep
separate with tyrebay tooling to avoid accidental use, and ensure that the jig is
clearly identified against accidental misuse.
7. Use this incident as a training case study, and or as a discussion tool in preshift
meetings.
8. If there are any doubts, STOP, and seek assistance from your supervisor.
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‘Klinge Safe Tyres Produce More & Last Longer’

This material is for information only. We (Klinge & Co Pty Ltd) intend to bring the existence of potential problems to your attention and to inform
you of solutions which we have adopted. We do not warrant that any solutions that we have adopted are infallible, nor do we recommend that you
adopt same. If you are concerned about a potential problem and wish to implement a solution, then we recommend you carry out your own
research and testing. Expert advice should be obtained before adopting any solution that we have adopted to ensure that such a solution is
appropriate and suitable to your needs. Any information provided by us in this material or otherwise on this web site is not intended to create any
sort of legal relationship between us and you, nor is it intended that you will rely upon it without obtaining proper professional advice. We will not
be responsible for any loss and damage occasioned, including but not limited to damages for personal injuries or loss of business or other profits,
by any person relying on information contained in this material or otherwise on this website. We do not guarantee that the information material or
otherwise on the web site is accurate, reliable, definitive, complete or up to date. We may claim legal privilege and common interest privilege in
relation to this material.

